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Is this the NEW prosecco? Popular bubbles have competition as new fizz hits the market

PROSECCO sales are booming and as summer approaches the nation is looking forward to sipping on their
favourite fizz. 
Sales of prosecco have overshadowed Champagne by £40 million since 2014 and its popularity has been well
documented. 

6.4 million bottles of prosecco were sold at Morrisons in 2015 alone, with sales booming by 22 per cent so far this
year already. 

But just as prosecco was getting comfortable as the nation's favourite, a new drink has hit shelves that is causing
quite a stir. 

Menestrello Spumante Bianco is a brand new sparkling white wine from Italy. 

If it tastes slightly familiar that isn't just the bubbles going to your head - it comes from the region just next door to
that of prosecco. 

Grown near to the gorgeous Lake Garda, the Garganega grape used to to make the sparkling wine is picked and
processed in exactly the same way as its more famous neighbour. 

However due to tight restrictions it cannot share prosecco's name and so has emerged as a drink all of it's own. 

Costing just £8 per bottle, this wine is an award winner, scooping a bronze certificate from the International Wine
Challenge. 

It has soft aromas of pear, apple and peach and is a creamy drink. 

Mark Jarman, Morrisons wine expert, said: "Listening to our customers, they tell us they love prosecco but that
they'd also like to try other good quality sparkling wines. 

"Menestrello Spumante Bianco is a great tasting alternative that offers fantastic value for money." 

"The Garganega grape used to make Menestrello Spumante Bianco is particularly special because it can make a
wine with a fuller, richer flavour. 

"It's a grape with great acidity and concentration and this gives Menestrello Spumante its wonderfully crisp and
creamy taste. 

"It has more depth of flavour than the Glera grape which is used to make prosecco." 

"We anticipate that the regions of Lake Garda and surrounding Italian countryside will soon be much better known
amongst savvy wine shoppers and whilst prosecco is set to remain a firm favourite, the Triveneto region could rival
sales once the secret gets out."
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